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Introduction

- Investigation of impact on failure rate of state-of-the-art microelectronic components
- Increasingly sensitivity to minor charged particles
- Explain the mechanisms behind these novel effects
Dose deposition related to cylindrical radius

XY plane scoring radius 10 microns and thickness 10 microns

XY plane comparison Xe 10 MeV/n and Xe 40 GeV/n
North Area H8 2017
SREM

Results

- Comparison to simulations performed using radiation analysis tools (GRAS & FLUKA)
- Calculate response from counts rates caused by flux Xe ion beam in H8 (Beam not only Xe ions, but also other particles in the beam itself, secondaries from vacuum lids, ...)
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Outlook

- Collaboration ESR 5 + ESR 9: SRAM detector development
- Calibration of PIN diode in neutron Am-Be source and gamma source Cs-137 at CERN
- Measurements GANIL Pb 29 MeV/A with PIN diode setup
- Experiment NA H8 using Pb 159 GeV/n in Nov 2018: SREM + diode
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